To make further progress....

a  add a second point of view to your examination question
b  add diagrams to help show your understanding
c  add more detail to your written answers
d  change your spelling of the words highlighted
e  contribute more in class in group work / whole class discussion
f  discuss your ideas before writing them down
g  explain your answers in full sentences
h  explain your point of view giving reasons
i  look at someone else's work and take one piece of information from their book
   pass your book to someone else to suggest one way that your work could be improved
j  put a star next to the three most important points you've raised
l  reflect on what other people may think from other religious traditions
m  reread your answers and suggest one way you can improve this work here
n  review what you have written and make changes before completing the task
o  summarise the two main points of the lesson here
p  take more time on your work and improve the quality of it
q  try to stay focussed on your tasks in lesson
r  try to write less - you need to summarise your points to help with revision
s  underline your titles
t  use all the time available to you - don't rush
u  use key concept words / religious terms
v  use the VLE / books for additional information
w  write out the questions
x  you need to focus on your grammar
y  you need to put consistent effort into your work
z  you need to revisit this work and add the information you are missing
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